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Conference & Exhibition
coordinated with Northern Coasts 2019
Bella Center, Copenhagen Denmark. Wed. 4 - Fri. 6 Sep

We are delighted to announce the first ever MAST conference and exhibition to be held in Denmark (4th to
6th September 2019) in collaboration with the Northern Coasts (sponsored by German Navy), and under
the official support of Denmark’s: Minister of Industry, Business and Financial Affairs; Mayor of
Copenhagen; Chief of Defence; Defence Command; Royal Danish Navy; Confederation of Danish Industry:
Wonderful Copenhagen
The MAST committee, chaired by Admiral (ret.) Tim Sloth Jorgensen, Former Chief of Defense, Denmark, will
organise the event in close concert with arrangements for the “Northern Coasts” military training
operations.
MAST Northern Coasts 2019’s organisers will coordinate closely with the navies and ships taking part to
enhance the MAST experience during the week, meaning that some of the hosted ship/systems tours will be
“themed” to MAST-specific conference streams e.g. MCM, ASW, Missile defence, etc and becoming an
integral part of the MAST conference and exhibition programme …More to follow
Over three days MAST participants will hear keynote and plenary addresses from top level international
military and government officials and attend technical presentations across a broad range of topics key to
global naval/air operations and technologies.
The adjacent exhibition and static displays will showcase state-of-the-art naval/air platforms and systems,
presented as solutions for tomorrow’s operational challenges.
Hosted VIPs are expected from over twenty nations and there will be numerous opportunities – especially
for sponsoring organisations – to engage with these highly influential individuals within the confines of the
event areas and at the numerous organiser-arranged social functions.
All registered MAST delegates will also be able to attend the non-classified level, Northern Coasts pre-sail
briefing.
During the week of MAST, Copenhagen’s main harbour (10 min.s direct transport from MAST) is expected
to receive over 40 warships and some 4,000 sailors.
Sponsors and exhibitors are invited to express interest now to join this first-in-class event.

